Form 24 for 11/28/00./GMT/

Shuttle(4A)/ISS Docking Test

06:00-06:10  Morning inspection of the Station
06:10-06:40  Post-Sleep
06:40-07:30  BREAKFAST
07:30-07:55  Prep for work
07:55-08:10  FE, PLT: Daily planning conference
07:55-08:10  CDR: Football player greetings downlink
08:10-09:05  CDR: Stow removed items in Progress
(IMS Ops) by r/g
08:10-10:00  FE: Stow removed items in Progress
(IMS Ops) by r/g
08:10-11:00  PLT: Stow removed items in Progress
(IMS Ops) by r/g
09:05-09:55  CDR: COMBUSTION PRODUCTS ANALYZER ROUTINE MAINTENANCE (CSA-
CP)/NOMINAL/EHS: COMPOUND SPECIFIC ANALYZER-COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS (CSA-CP) ROUTINE MAINTENANCE;
09:55-10:55  CDR: Physical exercises: ERGO
10:10-10:20  FE: ISS O2 pressurization from Progress High Pressure Oxygen
System - SM Atmospheric Revitalization System (.^)
Flight Procedures, page 3-2, para 3.5
10:20-10:30  FE: Check of `—”-I connector B1 for moisture
10:50-11:00  FE: ISS O2 pressurization from Progress High Pressure Oxygen
System - SM Atmospheric Revitalization System (.^)
Flight Procedures, page 3-2, para 3.5
10:55-11:00  CDR: COMBUSTION PRODUCTS ANALYZER ROUTINE MAINTENANCE (CSA-
CP)/NOMINAL/EHS: COMPOUND SPECIFIC ANALYZER-COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS (CSA-CP) ROUTINE MAINTENANCE;
11:00-11:30  CDR: CSA-CP ACTIVATION, CHECKOUT AND DATA DOWNLINK
/MED OPS/ ACTIVATION AND CHECKOUT:
EHS:Compound Specific Analyzer-Combustion
Products-Checkout and Baseline Ops;
11:00-12:00  PLT: Physical exercises: TVIS
11:00-12:00  FE: Physical exercises: ERGO
11:30-12:00  CDR: Prep for data transfer to MEC
12:00-13:30  LUNCH
13:30-15:25  Stow removed items in Progress (IMS Ops) by r/g
14:35  FE, PLT:\√ MCC: Mate ERGO TM-connectors, r/g 131
15:25-16:15  CDR: PAO Event - OCA videoconference, r/g
15:25-16:10  FE, PLT: PAO Event - OCA videoconference, r/g
16:10  FE, PLT:\√ MCC: Mate ERGO TM-connectors (backup)
16:15-17:15  CDR: Physical exercises: TVIS
16:20-17:15  FE, PLT: Stow removed items in Progress (IMS Ops) by r/g
17:15-18:15  FE: Physical exercises: TVIS
17:15-18:15  PLT: Physical exercises: ERGO
17:15-17:45  CDR: TEPC data transfer to MEC, final ops.
17:45-18:15  CDR: TEPC relocation /MED OPS/ NOMINAL:EHS: Tissue
Equivalent Proportional Counter
(TEPC)-Relocate;
18:15-18:45  Fam with next day's plan
18:45-19:15  Report prep
19:15-19:30  Daily planning conference
19:30-20:00  DINNER
20:00-20:30  Daily food ration prep
20:30-21:30  Pre-sleep
21:30-06:00  SLEEP

End of r/g